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(54) METHOD AND DEVICE FOR COMPRESSING A NEURAL NETWORK MODEL FOR MACHINE 
TRANSLATION AND STORAGE MEDIUM

(57) The present disclosure relates to a method and
device for compressing a neural network model for ma-
chine translation and a storage medium. In the method,
a first trained teacher model and a second trained teacher
model are obtained based on N training samples, N being
a positive integer greater than 1; for each of the N training
samples, a first guide component of the first teacher mod-
el and a second guide component of the second teacher
model are determined respectively, a sub optimization

target corresponding to the training sample and config-
ured to optimize a student model is determined according
to the first guide component and the second guide com-
ponent, and a joint optimization target is determined
based on each of the N training samples and a sub op-
timization target corresponding to the training sample;
and the student model is trained based on the joint opti-
mization target.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present disclosure generally relates to the technical field of computers, and more particularly, to a method
and device for compressing a neural network model for machine translation and a storage medium.

BACKGROUND

[0002] High neural-network-based deep learning performance has been achieved in multiple machine learning tasks
such as image classification, machine translation and voice recognition, and neural network model-based machine
translation has become a present mainstream machine translation method and has a high academic and market value.
[0003] At present, compressing a complex neural network model efficiently to reduce a model storage overhead,
increase a model-based reasoning speed and simultaneously reduce deterioration of translation quality caused by
compression becomes a key technology for application of a neural network model for machine translation on a mobile
terminal and is also in the focus of academic and industrial researches.
[0004] In a related art, compressing a neural network model for machine translation by use of a knowledge distillation
method may not only reduce model complexity but also alleviate the problem of prediction precision reduction caused
by model compression and becomes a present mainstream method for compressing a neural network model. Com-
pressing a neural network model in a knowledge distillation manner may be understood as guided training of a small
model by use of a high-accuracy large model, the large model may also be called a teacher model, and the small model
may also be called a student model. Multiple student models may be trained by use of a teacher model.
[0005] However, a conventional knowledge distillation method for compressing a neural network model is relatively
low in information migration accuracy, further resulting in relatively low translation quality of a student model, relatively
poor translation effect of neural network model-based machine translation in a mobile terminal and influence on a user
experience.

SUMMARY

[0006] For solving the problem in the related art, the present disclosure provides a method and device for compressing
a neural network model for machine translation and a storage medium.
[0007] According to a first aspect of embodiments of the present disclosure, a method for compressing a neural network
model for machine translation is provided, which may include that:
a first trained teacher model and a second trained teacher model are obtained based on N training samples, N being a
positive integer greater than 1; for each of the N training samples, a first guide component of the first teacher model and
a second guide component of the second teacher model are determined respectively, a sub optimization target corre-
sponding to the training sample and configured to optimize a student model is determined according to the first guide
component and the second guide component, and a joint optimization target is determined based on each of the N
training samples and a sub optimization target corresponding to the training sample; and the student model is trained
based on the joint optimization target.
[0008] The technical solutions provided in the embodiments of the present disclosure may have the following beneficial
effects: the joint optimization model is determined based on the two guide components determined by the two teacher
models respectively, and the student model is trained based on the joint optimization target, so that knowledge of the
teacher models may be migrated into the student model more efficiently, and translation quality of the student model
may be improved.
[0009] Preferably, the nth training sample in the N training samples may include a bilingual sentence pair formed by
an nth source language sequence and an nth target language sequence, n being a positive integer more than or equal
to 1 and less than or equal to N; and
the operation that the first trained teacher model and the second trained teacher model are obtained based on the N
training samples may include that:
the first teacher model is trained based on the N training samples, N inverse training samples are obtained based on
the N training samples, an nth inverse target language sequence in the nth inverse training sample being an inverse
sequence of tie nth target language sequence in the nth training sample, and the second teacher model is trained based
on the N inverse training samples.
[0010] Preferably, for the nth training sample, the operation that the first guide component associated with the first
teacher model and the second guide component associated with the second teacher model are determined respectively
may include that:
a first prediction result of the first teacher model for the nth target language sequence, a second prediction result of the
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second teacher model for the inverse sequence of the nth target language sequence and a third prediction result of the
student model for the nth target language sequence are acquired; a first loss function of the third prediction result of the
student model relative to the first prediction result of the first teacher model is determined as the first guide component;
and a second loss function of the third prediction result of the student model relative to the second prediction result of
the second teacher model is determined as the second guide component.
[0011] Preferably, the operation that the first loss function of the third prediction result of the student model relative to
the first prediction result of the first teacher model is determined may include that:
a third probability distribution of the student model when predicting each of target words in the nth target language
sequence and a first probability distribution of the first teacher model when predicting each of target words in the nth
target language sequence are acquired, and the first loss function is determined based on the third probability distribution
and the first probability distribution.
[0012] The operation that the second loss function of the third prediction result of the student model relative to the
second prediction result of the second teacher model is determined may include that:
the third probability distribution of the student model when predicting each of target words in the nth target language
sequence and a second probability distribution of the second teacher model when predicting each of target words in the
inverse sequence of the nth target language sequence are acquired, and the second loss function is determined based
on the third probability distribution and the second probability distribution.
[0013] Preferably, for the nth training sample, the operation that the sub optimization target corresponding to the
training sample is determined according to the first guide component and the second guide component may include that:
a first weight corresponding to the first guide component and a second weight corresponding to the second guide
component are determined; a self-optimization component of the student model for the nth training sample is acquired,
and a third weight corresponding to the self-optimization component is determined; and weighted summation is performed
on the first guide component, the second guide component and the self-optimization component based on the first weight,
the second weight and the third weight to obtain the sub optimization target.
[0014] Preferably, a sum of the first weight and the second weight may be 1.
[0015] Preferably, the self-optimization component of the student model for the nth training sample may be determined
in the following manner:
a Negative Log-Likelihood (NLL) loss function of the student model for the nth training sample is determined based on
a length of the target language sequence of the nth training sample and a size of a target language word list of the
training sample; and the NLL loss function is determined as the self-optimization component.
[0016] According to a second aspect of the embodiments of the present disclosure, a device for compressing a neural
network model for machine translation is provided, which may include:
a teacher model training unit, configured to obtain a first trained teacher model and a second trained teacher model
based on N training samples, N being a positive integer greater than 1; a joint optimization target determination unit,
configured to, for each of the N training samples, determine a first guide component of the first teacher model and a
second guide component of the second teacher model respectively, determine a sub optimization target corresponding
to the training sample and configured to optimize a student model according to the first guide component and the second
guide component and determine a joint optimization target based on each of the N training samples and a sub optimization
target corresponding to the training sample; and a student model training unit, configured to train the student model
based on the joint optimization target.
[0017] Preferably, the nth training sample in the N training samples may include a bilingual sentence pair formed by
an nth source language sequence and an nth target language sequence, n being a positive integer more than or equal
to 1 and less than or equal to N; and
the teacher model training unit may be configured to obtain the first trained teacher model and the second trained teacher
model based on the N training samples by:
training the first teacher model based on the N training samples, obtaining N inverse training samples based on the N
training samples, an nth inverse target language sequence in the nth inverse training sample being an inverse sequence
of the nth target language sequence in the nth training sample, and training the second teacher model based on the N
inverse training samples.
[0018] Preferably, for the nth training sample, the joint optimization target determination unit may be configured to
determine the first guide component associated with the first teacher model and the second guide component associated
with the second teacher model respectively by:
acquiring a first prediction result of the first teacher model for the nth target language sequence, a second prediction
result of the second teacher model for the inverse sequence of the nth target language sequence and a third prediction
result of the student model for the nth target language sequence, determining a first loss function of the third prediction
result of the student model relative to the first prediction result of the first teacher model as the first guide component
and determining a second loss function of the third prediction result of the student model relative to the second prediction
result of the second teacher model as the second guide component.
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[0019] Preferably, the joint optimization target determination unit may be configured to determine the first loss function
of the third prediction result of the student model relative to the first prediction result of the first teacher model by:
acquiring a third probability distribution of the student model when predicting each of target words in the nth target
language sequence and a first probability distribution of the first teacher model when predicting each of target words in
the nth target language sequence and determining the first loss function based on the third probability distribution and
the first probability distribution.
[0020] The joint optimization target determination unit may be configured to determine the second loss function of the
third prediction result of the student model relative to the second prediction result of the second teacher model by:
acquiring the third probability distribution of the student model when predicting each of target words in the nth target
language sequence and a second probability distribution of the second teacher model when predicting each of target
words in the inverse sequence of the nth target language sequence and determining the second loss function based on
the third probability distribution and the second probability distribution.
[0021] Preferably, for the nth training sample, the joint optimization target determination unit may be configured to
determine the sub optimization target corresponding to the training sample according to the first guide component and
the second guide component by:
determining a first weight corresponding to the first guide component and a second weight corresponding to the second
guide component, acquiring a self-optimization component of the student model for the nth training sample, determining
a third weight corresponding to the self-optimization component and performing weighted summation on the first guide
component, the second guide component and the self-optimization component based on the first weight, the second
weight and the third weight to obtain the sub optimization target.
[0022] Preferably, a sum of the first weight and the second weight may be 1.
[0023] Preferably, the joint optimization target determination unit may determine the self-optimization component of
the student model for the nth training sample by:
determining an NLL loss function of the student model for the nth training sample based on the number of the training
samples, a length of the target language sequence of the nth training sample and a size of a target language word list
of the training sample and determining the NLL loss function as the self-optimization component.
[0024] According to a third aspect of the embodiments of the present disclosure, a device for compressing a neural
network model for machine translation is provided, which may include:

a processor; and a memory configured to store an instruction executable for the processor,
wherein the processor may be configured to execute the method for compressing a neural network model in the
first aspect or any implementation of the first aspect.

[0025] According to a fourth aspect of the embodiments of the present disclosure, a non-transitory computer-readable
storage medium is provided, an instruction in the storage medium being executed by a processor to enable the processor
to execute the method for compressing a neural network model in the first aspect or any implementation of the first aspect.
[0026] It is to be understood that the above general descriptions and detailed descriptions below are only exemplary
and explanatory and not intended to limit the present disclosure.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0027] The accompanying drawings, which are incorporated in and constitute a part of this specification, illustrate
embodiments consistent with the present disclosure and, together with the description, serve to explain the principles
of the present disclosure.

FIG. 1 is a flow chart illustrating a method for compressing a neural network model for machine translation, according
to at least some embodiments.
FIG. 2 is a flow chart illustrating determination of a joint optimization target corresponding to a training sample,
according to at least some embodiments.
FIG. 3 is a flow chart illustrating a method for training a first teacher model and a second teacher model, according
to at least some embodiments.
FIG. 4 is a flow chart illustrating a guide component determination method, according to at least some embodiments.
FIG. 5 illustrates a two-way knowledge distillation neural machine translation student model training architecture,
according to at least some embodiments.
FIG. 6 is a block diagram of a device for compressing a neural network model for machine translation, according to
at least some embodiments.
FIG. 7 is a block diagram of a device, according to at least some embodiments.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0028] Reference will now be made in detail to exemplary embodiments, examples of which are illustrated in the
accompanying drawings. The following description refers to the accompanying drawings in which the same numbers in
different drawings represent the same or similar elements unless otherwise represented. The implementations set forth
in the following description of exemplary embodiments do not represent all implementations consistent with the present
disclosure. Instead, they are merely examples of apparatuses and methods consistent with aspects related to the present
disclosure as recited in the appended claims.
[0029] A method for compressing a neural network model for machine translation in the embodiments of the present
disclosure is applied to training of a student model with bilingual parallel sentence pairs. The student model may be
understood as a knowledge distillation neural network model deployed for machine translation in a mobile terminal. The
student model deployed for machine translation in the mobile terminal has network structure complexity far lower than
that of a teacher model deployed in a cloud server for machine translation and may reduce a parameter scale and
increase a decoding speed, but translation quality of the student module may also be reduced due to reduction of a
model capacity.
[0030] In view of this, the embodiments of the present disclosure provide a method for compressing a neural network
model for machine translation Two teacher models are trained based on N training samples respectively, for each training
sample in the N training samples, a joint optimization target of the training sample is determined by use of two guide
components associated with the two teacher models, and a student model is trained based on each training sample in
the N training samples and the corresponding joint optimization target thereof, so that knowledge of the teacher models
may be migrated into the student model more efficiently, and translation quality of the student model may be improved.
[0031] In an implementation, the two teacher models are trained based on the N training samples of which source
language ends are the same and target language sequences are mutually inverse respectively in the embodiments of
the present disclosure. For example, a Left-to-Right (L2R) teacher model and a Right-to-Left (R2L) teacher model may
be trained by use of N L2R training samples and N R2L training samples as well as an NLL loss function that is taken
as an optimization target respectively.
[0032] In the present disclosure, for convenient description, one of the two teacher models is called a first teacher
model, and the other of the two teacher models is called a second teacher model. Guide information of the first teacher
model for the student model is called a first guide component, and guide information of the second teacher model for
the student model is called a second guide component.
[0033] FIG. 1 is a flow chart illustrating a method for compressing a neural network model for machine translation,
according to at least some embodiments. As illustrated in FIG. 1, the method for compressing a neural network model
for machine translation is applied to a mobile terminal and includes the following operations.
[0034] In block 11, a first trained teacher model and a second trained teacher model are obtained based on N training
samples.
[0035] N is a positive integer greater than 1.
[0036] In an implementation of the embodiment of the present disclosure, the N training samples are training samples
of which source language ends are the same and target language sequences are mutually inverse. For example, the
nth training sample in the N training samples includes a bilingual sentence pair formed by an nth source language
sequence and an nth target language sequence, n being any positive integer more than or equal to 1 and less than or
equal to N. The nth target language sequence includes M target vocabularies, M being a positive integer greater than 1.
[0037] In block 12, for each training sample in the N training samples, a corresponding sub optimization target configured
to optimize a student model is determined.
[0038] In the embodiment of the present disclosure, when the sub optimization target corresponding to the training
sample is determined, a determination manner illustrated in FIG. 2 may be adopted.
[0039] In block 121, for the nth training sample, a first guide component of the first teacher model and a second guide
component of the second teacher model are determined respectively.
[0040] In block 122, for the nth training sample, the sub optimization target corresponding to the training sample and
configured to optimize the student model is determined according to the first guide component and the second guide
component.
[0041] In the embodiment of the present disclosure, the sub optimization target may be understood as a distillation
loss function for joint optimization of the student model by the first teacher model and the second teacher model. The
distillation loss function may be, for example, a KL divergence loss function (also called a relative entropy loss function).
[0042] In block 13, a joint optimization target is determined based on each of the N training samples and a sub
optimization target corresponding to the training sample, and the student model is trained based on the determined joint
optimization target.
[0043] According to the embodiment of the present disclosure, the first teacher model and the second teacher model
are trained based on the N training samples respectively, for each training sample in the N training samples, the sub
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optimization target of the training sample is determined based on the first guide component of the first teacher model
and the second guide component of the second teacher, the joint optimization target is determined based on the sub
optimization target of each training sample in the N training samples, and the student model is trained based on the joint
optimization target, so that knowledge of the teacher models may be migrated into the student model more efficiently,
and translation quality of the student model may be improved.
[0044] In the embodiment of the present disclosure, implementation of the method for compressing a neural network
model involved in the embodiment will be described below in combination with a practical application.
[0045] In an implementation, the nth training sample in the N training samples involved in the embodiment of the
present disclosure includes a bilingual sentence pair formed by an nth source language sequence and an nth target
language sequence, and the nth target language sequence includes M target vocabularies.
[0046] The first trained teacher model and the second trained teacher model may be obtained based on the N training
samples in a determination manner illustrated in FIG. 3.
[0047] FIG. 3 is a flow chart illustrating a method for training a first teacher model and a second teacher model,
according to at least some embodiments of the present disclosure. Referring to FIG. 3, the following operations are
included.
[0048] In block 111, the first teacher model is trained based on the N training samples.
[0049] In the embodiment of the present disclosure, there is made such a hypothesis that a training sample including
N bilingual sentence pairs is:

[0050] A coder-decoder-based neural machine translation architecture is adopted to train an L2R teacher model,
namely obtaining the first teacher model.
[0051] In block 112, N inverse training samples are obtained based on the N training samples. An nth inverse target
language sequence in the nth inverse training sample is an inverse sequence of the nth target language sequence in
the nth training sample.
[0052] For example, in the embodiment of the present disclosure, R2L training data of the target language sequence

is created based on  

where y is an inverse sequence of y. For example, if  

[0053] In block 113, the second teacher model is trained based on the N inverse training samples.

[0054] In the embodiment of the present disclosure, an R2L teacher model may be trained based on the data 
according to a training manner for the L2R teacher model, namely the second teacher model is obtained.
[0055] In the embodiment of the present disclosure, there are optimization targets of optimization of the first teacher
model and second teacher model that are trained respectively.

[0056] Since  and  have the same target language word list (a size is |V|), for the training samples
(x, y) and (x, y) with the same source language x, cross entropy loss functions of the L2R teacher model and the R2L
teacher model may be determined as the training optimization targets of respective optimization.
[0057] For example, in the embodiment of the present disclosure, for the nth training sample, the sub optimization
target of optimization of the L2R teacher model may be determined by use of a formula 1, and the optimization target
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of optimization of the L2R teacher model is determined based on the sub optimization target of each training sample in
the N training samples. For example, the optimization target of optimization of the L2R teacher model is represented by
a formula 2.
[0058] The formula 1:

[0059] The formula 2:

[0060] In the embodiment of the present disclosure, for the nth inverse training sample, the sub optimization target of
optimization of the R2L teacher model may be determined by use of a formula 3, and the optimization target of optimization
of the R2L teacher model is determined based on the sub optimization target of each training sample in the N training
samples. For example, the optimization target of optimization of the R2L teacher model is represented by a formula 4.
[0061] The formula 3:

[0062] The formula 4:

 is an indicator function, N represents the number of the training data samples, Jn represents a length of the target
language sequence of the nth training sample, and |V| represents the size of the target language word list of the training
sample.
[0063] According to the embodiment of the present disclosure, after the first teacher model and the second teacher
model are trained, the first guide component of the first teacher model and the second guide component of the second
teacher may be determined for each training sample in the N training samples respectively.
[0064] In the present disclosure, for the nth training sample in the N training samples, the first guide component of the
first teacher model and the second guide component of the second teacher model may be determined in a manner
illustrated in FIG. 4. Referring to FIG. 4, the following operations are included.
[0065] In block 1211, a first prediction result of the first teacher model for the nth target language sequence, a second
prediction result of the second teacher model for the inverse sequence of the nth target language sequence and a third
prediction result of the student model for the nth target language sequence are acquired.
[0066] In the embodiment of the present disclosure, when the student model is trained, the nth target language se-
quence may be predicted by use of the first teacher model, the second teacher model and the student model, and the
first guide component and the second guide component are determined according to prediction results. For convenient
description, in the present disclosure, the prediction result obtained by predicting the nth target language sequence with
the first teacher model is called the first prediction result, the prediction result obtained by predicting the nth target
language sequence with the second teacher model is called the second prediction result, and the prediction result of
the student model for the nth target language sequence is called the third prediction result.
[0067] In block 1212, a first loss function of the third prediction result of the student model relative to the first prediction
result of the first teacher model is determined as the first guide component, and a second loss function of the third
prediction result of the student model relative to the second prediction result of the second teacher model is determined
as the second guide component.
[0068] In an implementation, in the embodiment of the present disclosure, probability distributions of each word of the
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N training samples and the N inverse training samples at a target language end are obtained by use of the first teacher
model and second teacher model that are trained respectively, and the student model is optimized by use of the acquired
probability distributions. For example, a sub optimization target is adopted to optimize the student model, the sub opti-
mization target includes three parts of loss functions, the first part of loss function is an NLL loss function, the second
part of loss function is a KL divergence loss function of a word probability distribution of the first teacher model and a
target language word probability distribution of the student model, and the third part of loss function is a KL divergence
loss function of a word probability distribution of the second teacher model and the target language word probability
distribution of the student model.
[0069] In an implementation, in the present disclosure, a probability distribution (called a first probability distribution
hereinafter) of the first teacher model when predicting each of target words in the nth target language sequence and a
probability distribution (called a second probability distribution hereinafter) of the second teacher model when predicting
each of target words in the inverse sequence of the nth target language sequence are determined respectively, a
probability distribution (called a third probability distribution hereinafter) of the student model when predicting each of
target words in the nth target language sequence is acquired, a first loss function is determined based on the third
probability distribution and the first probability distribution, and a second loss function is determined based on the third
probability distribution and the second probability distribution.
[0070] For example, the first teacher model is the L2R teacher model, and the second teacher model is the R2L teacher
model. When the student model is trained and each word in the target language sequence y of the training sample (x,
y) is predicted, a probability distribution Pstudent (yj|x,y1...j-1) obtained by the student model for each vocabulary yj in the
present target language sequence in the whole target language word list V may be obtained, and namely may be
understood as the third probability distribution.
[0071] In a training process, a probability distribution Pl2r_teacher(yj|x,y1...j-1) obtained by the L2R teacher model for the
sequence (x,y) may synchronously be obtained and namely may be understood as the first probability distribution.
[0072] The first loss function is determined based on the first probability distribution and the second probability distri-
bution. For example, a distillation loss function, i.e., the KL divergence loss function, for optimization of the student model
with the L2R teacher model is determined as the first loss function. For example, the first loss function is:

[0073] Similarly, a distillation loss function, i.e., the KL divergence loss function, for optimization of the student model
with the R2L teacher model is determined as the second loss function. For example, the second loss function is:

[0074] In an example, for the training sample <x, y> presently used for the student model, if x=<a,b,c> and y=<aa,bb,
cc>, the whole target language word list is three words [aa, bb, cc]. For the L2R teacher model, forward prediction is
performed once on the sample <x, y>, namely a probability of aa is predicted based on (a, b, c) (since the word list only
includes tie three words [aa, bb, cc], the predicted probability of aa may be aa:0.9, bb:0.05 and cc:0.05, a probability
sum of all the words in the word list being 1), a probability of bb is predicted based on (a, b, c, aa), a probability of cc is
finally predicted based on (a, b, c, bb), and these probabilities predicted by the L2R teacher model are represented as
Pr2l_teacher. Similarly, when the student model is trained based on <x, y> data, the same probability distributions Pstudent

of (aa, bb, cc) may also be obtained, and in such case,  is
adopted as a loss component of the sub optimization target of the student model.
[0075] Similarly, for the R2L teacher model, the difference is that a prediction sequence is changed to predict the
probability of cc according to (a, b, c), predict the probability of bb according to (a, b, c, cc) and predict the probability
of aa according to (a, b, c, bb). Then, inverse operations are executed on the three probabilities in sequence to obtain
predicted word distribution probabilities obtained by the R2L teacher model for the y sequence <aa, bb, cc> in the training
sample <x, y> used for the student model. Then, a loss component

 of a guide of the R2L teacher model is added into the sub
optimization target of the student model.
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[0076] In the embodiment of the present disclosure, when the student model is trained, the training samples of the
student model are kept unchanged, and the difference is that, besides the optimization target of the student model, a
probability distribution prediction of a teacher model obtained by the first teacher model and the second teacher model
based on the same training samples for each word of the target language sequences and the inverse sequences of the
target language sequences is also added, and training of the student model is optimized by use of the prediction of the
teacher model as an additional supervisory signal. For example, the first guide component and the second guide com-

ponent are represented as  and  respectively. For the nth training sample, it is determined
according to the first guide component and the second guide component that the joint optimization target corresponding

to the training sample may be a weighted sum of   and  where

 is a self-optimization component of the student model for the nth training sample.
[0077] In the present disclosure, the self-optimization component for the nth training sample is determined in the
following manner: an NLL loss function of the student model for the nth training sample is determined based on a length
of the target language sequence of the nth training sample and a size of a target language word list of the training sample.
The NLL loss function is understood as the self-optimization component.
[0078] In the embodiment of the present disclosure, a process of determining the NLL loss function for the nth training
sample by the student model may refer to a process of determining the optimization target of optimization of the teacher
model and will not be elaborated in the embodiment of the present disclosure.
[0079] In the embodiment of the present disclosure, a weight corresponding to the first guide component is called a
first weight, a weight corresponding to the second guide component is called a second weight, and a weight corresponding
to the self-optimization component of the student model for the nth training sample is called a third weight.
[0080] In an implementation, the first weight corresponding to the first guide component and the second weight cor-
responding to the second guide component are determined; the self-optimization component of the student model for
the nth training sample is acquired, and the third weight corresponding to the self-optimization component is determined;
and weighted summation is performed on the first guide component, the second guide component and the self-optimi-
zation component based on the first weight, the second weight and the third weight to obtain the sub optimization target
of the nth training sample. That is, the sub optimization target may be a sum of the following three values: a product of

 and the third weight, a product of  and the first weight and a product of  and the
second weight.
[0081] In the embodiment of the present disclosure, the first weight, the second weight and the third weight are
numerical values greater than 0 and less than or equal to 1. The first weight and the second weight are weights for
regulating guides of the L2R teacher model and the R2L teacher model for the student model respectively. In an imple-
mentation, the third weight is valued to be 1.
[0082] For example, the joint optimization target of the student model may be represented as the following formula:

where α and β are the weights for regulating the guides of the L2R teacher model and the R2L teacher model for the
student model respectively, and are numerical values greater than 0.
[0083] In the embodiment of the present disclosure, a sum of α and β is 1.
[0084] The method for compressing a neural network model involved in the embodiment of the present disclosure
may be understood for two-way knowledge distillation neural machine translation student model training. For example,
a two-way knowledge distillation neural machine translation student model training architecture illustrated in FIG. 5 may
be adopted.
[0085] In FIG. 5, the two teacher models, compared with the student model, have more network layers, and each layer
also has more neurons. Except different network structures and model parameter numbers, the teacher models and the
student model share the same source language and target language word list.
[0086] In the embodiment of the present disclosure, the first teacher model and the second teacher model are trained
based on the N training samples respectively, for each training sample in the N training samples, the joint optimization
target of the training sample is determined by use of the first guide component of the first teacher model and the second
guide component of the second teacher, and the student model is trained based on each training sample in the N training
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samples and the corresponding joint optimization target thereof, so that the knowledge of the teacher models may be
migrated into the student model more efficiently, and the translation quality of the student model may be improved.
[0087] Based on the same concept, the embodiments of the present disclosure also provide a device for compressing
a neural network model for machine translation.
[0088] It can be understood that, for realizing the abovementioned functions, the device for compressing a neural
network model for machine translation in the embodiments of the present disclosure includes hardware structures and/or
software modules executing each function. In combination with units and algorithm operations of each example disclosed
in the embodiments of the present disclosure, the embodiments of the present disclosure may be implemented by
hardware or a combination of the hardware and computer software. Whether a function is executed by the hardware or
in a manner of driving, through the computer software, the hardware depends on specific applications and design
constraints of the technical solutions. Those skilled in the art may realize the described functions for each specific
application by use of different methods, but such realization shall fall within the scope of the technical solutions of the
embodiments of the present disclosure.
[0089] FIG. 6 is a block diagram of a device for compressing a neural network model for machine translation, according
to at least some embodiments. Referring to FIG. 6, the device 100 for compressing a neural network model for machine
translation includes a teacher model training unit 101, a joint optimization target determination unit 102 and a student
model training unit 103.
[0090] The teacher model training unit 101 is configured to obtain a first trained teacher model and a second trained
teacher model based on N training samples, N being a positive integer greater than 1. The joint optimization target
determination unit is configured to, for each of the N training samples, determine a first guide component of the first
teacher model and a second guide component of the second teacher model respectively, determine a sub optimization
target corresponding to the training sample and configured to optimize a student model according to the first guide
component and the second guide component and determine a joint optimization target based on each of the N training
samples and a sub optimization target corresponding to the training sample. The student model training unit 103 is
configured to train the student model based on each of the N training samples and the corresponding joint optimization
target thereof.
[0091] In an implementation, the nth training sample in the N training samples includes a bilingual sentence pair formed
by an nth source language sequence and an nth target language sequence, n being a positive integer more than or
equal to 1 and less than or equal to N.
[0092] The teacher model training unit 101 is configured to obtain the first trained teacher model and the second
trained teacher model based on the N training samples by:
training the first teacher model based on the N training samples, obtaining N inverse training samples based on the N
training samples, an nth inverse target language sequence in the nth inverse training sample being an inverse sequence
of the nth target language sequence in the nth training sample, and training the second teacher model based on the N
inverse training samples.
[0093] In an implementation, for the nth training sample, the joint optimization target determination unit 102 is configured
to determine the first guide component of the first teacher model and the second guide component of the second teacher
model respectively by:
acquiring a first prediction result of the first teacher model for the nth target language sequence, a second prediction
result of the second teacher model for the inverse sequence of the nth target language sequence and a third prediction
result of the student model for the nth target language sequence, determining a first loss function of the third prediction
result of the student model relative to the first prediction result of the first teacher model as the first guide component
and determining a second loss function of the third prediction result of the student model relative to the second prediction
result of the second teacher model as the second guide component.
[0094] In an implementation, the joint optimization target determination unit 102 is configured to determine the first
loss function of the third prediction result of the student model relative to the first prediction result of the first teacher
model by:
acquiring a third probability distribution of the student model when predicting each of target words in the nth target
language sequence and a first probability distribution of the first teacher model when predicting each of target words in
the nth target language sequence and determining the first loss function based on the third probability distribution and
the first probability distribution.
[0095] The joint optimization target determination unit 102 is configured to determine the second loss function of the
third prediction result of the student model relative to the second prediction result of the second teacher model by:
acquiring the third probability distribution of the student model when predicting each of target words in the nth target
language sequence and a second probability distribution of the second teacher model when predicting each of target
words in the inverse sequence of the nth target language sequence and determining the second loss function based on
the third probability distribution and the second probability distribution.
[0096] In an implementation, for the nth training sample, the joint optimization target determination unit 102 is configured
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to determine the sub optimization target corresponding to the training sample according to the first guide component
and the second guide component by:
determining a first weight corresponding to the first guide component and a second weight corresponding to the second
guide component, acquiring a self-optimization component of the student model for the nth training sample, determining
a third weight corresponding to the self-optimization component and performing weighted summation on the first guide
component, the second guide component and the self-optimization component based on the first weight, the second
weight and the third weight to obtain the sub optimization target.
[0097] In an implementation, a sum of the first weight and the second weight is 1.
[0098] In an implementation, the joint optimization target determination unit 102 determines the self-optimization com-
ponent of the student model for the nth training sample by:
determining an NLL loss function of the student model for the nth training sample based on a length of the target language
sequence of the nth training sample and a size of a target language word list of the training sample and determining the
NLL loss function as the self-optimization component.
[0099] With respect to the device in the above embodiment, the specific manners for performing operations for individual
modules therein have been described in detail in the embodiment regarding the method, which will not be elaborated
herein.
[0100] FIG. 7 is a block diagram of a device for compressing a neural network model 200 for machine translation,
according to at least some embodiments. For example, the device 200 may be a mobile phone, a computer, a digital
broadcast terminal, a messaging device, a gaming console, a tablet, a medical device, exercise equipment, a personal
digital assistant and the like.
[0101] Referring to FIG. 7, the device 200 may include one or more of the following components: a processing com-
ponent 202, a memory 204, a power component 206, a multimedia component 208, an audio component 210, an
Input/Output (I/O) interface 212, a sensor component 214, and a communication component 216.
[0102] The processing component 202 typically controls overall operations of the device 200, such as the operations
associated with display, telephone calls, data communications, camera operations, and recording operations. The
processing component 202 may include one or more processors 220 to execute instructions to perform all or part of the
operations in the abovementioned method. Moreover, the processing component 202 may include one or more modules
which facilitate interaction between the processing component 202 and the other components. For instance, the process-
ing component 202 may include a multimedia module to facilitate interaction between the multimedia component 208
and the processing component 202.
[0103] The memory 204 is configured to store various types of data to support the operation of the device 200. Examples
of such data include instructions for any application programs or methods operated on the device 200, contact data,
phonebook data, messages, pictures, video, etc. The memory 204 may be implemented by any type of volatile or non-
volatile memory devices, or a combination thereof, such as a Static Random Access Memory (SRAM), an Electrically
Erasable Programmable Read-Only Memory (EEPROM), an Erasable Programmable Read-Only Memory (EPROM), a
Programmable Read-Only Memory (PROM), a Read-Only Memory (ROM), a magnetic memory, a flash memory, and
a magnetic or optical disk.
[0104] The power component 206 provides power for various components of the device 200. The power component
206 may include a power management system, one or more power supplies, and other components associated with
generation, management and distribution of power for the device 200.
[0105] The multimedia component 208 includes a screen providing an output interface between the device 200 and
a user. In at least some embodiments, the screen may include a Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) and a Touch Panel (TP).
If the screen includes the TP, the screen may be implemented as a touch screen to receive an input signal from the
user. The TP includes one or more touch sensors to sense touches, swipes and gestures on the TP. The touch sensors
may not only sense a boundary of a touch or swipe action but also detect a duration and pressure associated with the
touch or swipe action. In at least some embodiments, the multimedia component 208 includes a front camera and/or a
rear camera. The front camera and/or the rear camera may receive external multimedia data when the device 200 is in
an operation mode, such as a photographing mode or a video mode. Each of the front camera and the rear camera may
be a fixed optical lens system or have focusing and optical zooming capabilities.
[0106] The audio component 210 is configured to output and/or input an audio signal. For example, the audio component
210 includes a Microphone (MIC), and the MIC is configured to receive an external audio signal when the device 200
is in the operation mode, such as a call mode, a recording mode and a voice recognition mode. The received audio
signal may further be stored in the memory 204 or sent through the communication component 216. In at least some
embodiments, the audio component 210 further includes a speaker configured to output the audio signal.
[0107] The I/O interface 212 provides an interface between the processing component 202 and a peripheral interface
module, and the peripheral interface module may be a keyboard, a click wheel, a button and the like. The button may
include, but not limited to: a home button, a volume button, a starting button and a locking button.
[0108] The sensor component 214 includes one or more sensors configured to provide status assessment in various
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aspects for the device 200. For instance, the sensor component 214 may detect an on/off status of the device 200 and
relative positioning of components, such as a display and small keyboard of the device 200, and the sensor component
214 may further detect a change in a position of the device 200 or a component of the device 200, presence or absence
of contact between the user and the device 200, orientation or acceleration/deceleration of the device 200 and a change
in temperature of the device 200. The sensor component 214 may include a proximity sensor configured to detect
presence of an object nearby without any physical contact. The sensor component 214 may also include a light sensor,
such as a Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) or Charge Coupled Device (CCD) image sensor, con-
figured for use in an imaging application. In at least some embodiments, the sensor component 214 may also include
an acceleration sensor, a gyroscope sensor, a magnetic sensor, a pressure sensor or a temperature sensor.
[0109] The communication component 216 is configured to facilitate wired or wireless communication between the
device 200 and other equipment. The device 200 may access a communication-standard-based wireless network, such
as a Wireless Fidelity (WiFi) network, a 2nd-Generation (2G) or 3rd-Generation (3G) network, 4G, 5G or a combination
thereof. In at least some embodiments, the communication component 216 receives a broadcast signal or broadcast
associated information from an external broadcast management system through a broadcast channel. In at least some
embodiments, the communication component 216 further includes a Near Field Communication (NFC) module to facilitate
short-range communication. For example, the NFC module may be implemented based on a Radio Frequency Identi-
fication (RFID) technology, an Infrared Data Association (IrDA) technology, an Ultra-WideBand (UWB) technology, a
Bluetooth (BT) technology and another technology.
[0110] In at least some embodiments, the device 200 may be implemented by one or more Application Specific
Integrated Circuits (ASICs), Digital Signal Processors (DSPs), Digital Signal Processing Devices (DSPDs), Program-
mable Logic Devices (PLDs), Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs), controllers, micro-controllers, microprocessors
or other electronic components, and is configured to execute the abovementioned method.
[0111] In at least some embodiments, there is also provided a non-transitory computer-readable storage medium
including an instruction, such as the memory 204 including an instruction, and the instruction may be executed by the
processor 220 of the device 200 to implement the abovementioned method. For example, the non-transitory computer-
readable storage medium may be a ROM, a Random Access Memory (RAM), a Compact Disc Read-Only Memory (CD-
ROM), a magnetic tape, a floppy disc, an optical data storage device and the like.
[0112] It can be understood that, in the present disclosure, "multiple" refers to two or more than two and the same is
true for other quantifiers. "And/or" describes an association relationship of associated objects and represent that three
relationships may exist. For example, A and/or B may represent three conditions, i.e., independent existence of A,
coexistence of A and B and independent existence of B. Character "/" usually represents that previous and next associated
objects form an "or" relationship. "A/an", "said" and "the" in a singular form are also intended to include a plural form,
unless other meanings are clearly denoted throughout the present disclosure.
[0113] Furthermore, it can be understood that terms "first", "second" and the like are adopted to describe various
information but the information is not limited to these terms. These terms are only adopted to distinguish information of
the same type and do not represent a specific sequence or importance. Practically, expressions such as "first" and
"second" are exactly interchangeable. For example, without departing from the scope of the present disclosure, first
information may also be called second information and, similarly, second information may also be called first information.
[0114] Furthermore, it can be understood that, in the embodiments of the present disclosure, although the operations
are executed in specific sequences in the accompanying drawings, it should not be understood that these operations
are required to be executed according to the illustrated specific sequences or in series or all the illustrated operations
are required to be executed to obtain expected results. In a specific environment, multiple tasks and parallel processing
may be favorable.
[0115] Other implementation solutions of the present disclosure will be apparent to those skilled in the art from con-
sideration of the specification and practice of the present disclosure. This application is intended to cover any variations,
uses, or adaptations of the present disclosure following the general principles thereof and including such departures
from the present disclosure as come within known or customary practice in the art. It is intended that the specification
and examples be considered as exemplary only, with a true scope of the present disclosure being indicated by the
following claims.
[0116] It will be appreciated that the present disclosure is not limited to the exact construction that has been described
above and illustrated in the accompanying drawings, and that various modifications and changes may be made without
departing from the scope thereof. It is intended that the scope of the present disclosure only be limited by the appended
claims.

Claims

1. A method for compressing a neural network model for machine translation, characterized by comprising:
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obtaining a first trained teacher model and a second trained teacher model based on N training samples, N
being a positive integer greater than 1 (S11);
for each of the N training samples, determining a first guide component of the first teacher model and a second
guide component of the second teacher model respectively,
determining a sub optimization target for each of the training samples, configured to optimize a student model
based on the first guide component and the second guide component, and
determining a joint optimization target based on each of the N training samples and the sub optimization target
corresponding to the respective training sample (S12); and
training the student model on the joint optimization target (S13).

2. The method for compressing a neural network model of claim 1, wherein the nth training sample in the N training
samples comprises a bilingual sentence pair formed by an nth source language sequence and an nth target language
sequence, n being a positive integer greater than or equal to 1 and less than or equal to N, and
obtaining the first trained teacher model and the second trained teacher model based on the N training samples
(S11) comprises:

training the first teacher model based on the N training samples,
obtaining N inverse training samples based on the N training samples, an nth inverse target language sequence
in the nth inverse training sample being an inverse sequence of the nth target language sequence in the nth
training sample, and
training the second teacher model based on the N inverse training samples.

3. The method for compressing a neural network model of claim 1 or 2, wherein for the nth training sample of the N
training samples, determining the first guide component of the first teacher model and the second guide component
of the second teacher model respectively comprises:

acquiring a first prediction result of the first teacher model for the nth target language sequence, a second
prediction result of the second teacher model for the inverse sequence of the nth target language sequence
and a third prediction result of the student model for the nth target language sequence;
determining a first loss function of the third prediction result of the student model relative to the first prediction
result of the first teacher model as the first guide component; and
determining a second loss function of the third prediction result of the student model relative to the second
prediction result of the second teacher model as the second guide component.

4. The method for compressing a neural network model of claim 3, wherein
determining the first loss function of the third prediction result of the student model relative to the first prediction
result of the first teacher model comprises:

acquiring a third probability distribution of the student model when predicting each of target words in the nth
target language sequence, and a first probability distribution of the first teacher model when predicting each of
target words in the nth target language sequence, and determining the first loss function based on the third
probability distribution and the first probability distribution, and
determining the second loss function of the third prediction result of the student model relative to the second
prediction result of the second teacher model comprises:
acquiring the third probability distribution of the student model when predicting each of target words in the nth
target language sequence, and a second probability distribution of the second teacher model when predicting
each of target words in the inverse sequence of the nth target language sequence, and determining the second
loss function based on the third probability distribution and the second probability distribution.

5. The method for compressing a neural network model of any one of claims 1-4, wherein for the nth training sample,
determining the sub optimization target corresponding to the training sample according to the first guide component
and the second guide component (S12) comprises:

determining a first weight corresponding to the first guide component and a second weight corresponding to
the second guide component;
acquiring a self-optimization component of the student model for the nth training sample, and determining a
third weight corresponding to the self-optimization component; and
performing weighted summation on the first guide component, the second guide component and the self-opti-
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mization component based on the first weight, the second weight and the third weight to obtain the sub optimi-
zation target.

6. The method for compressing a neural network model of claim 5, wherein a sum of the first weight and the second
weight is 1.

7. The method for compressing a neural network model of claim 5 or 6, wherein the self-optimization component of
the student model for the nth training sample is determined by:

determining a Negative Log-Likelihood, NLL, loss function of the student model for the nth training sample based
on a length of the target language sequence of the nth training sample and a size of a target language word
list of the training sample; and
determining the NLL loss function as the self-optimization component.

8. A device for compressing a neural network model for machine translation, comprising:

a teacher model training unit (101), configured to obtain a first trained teacher model and a second trained
teacher model based on N training samples, N being a positive integer greater than 1;
a joint optimization target determination unit (102), configured to, for each of the N training samples, determine
a first guide component of the first teacher model and a second guide component of the second teacher model
respectively, determine a sub optimization target for each of the training samples, configured to optimize a
student model based on the first guide component and the second guide component, and determine a joint
optimization target based on each of the N training samples and the sub optimization target corresponding to
the respective training sample; and
a student model training unit (103), configured to train the student model based on the joint optimization target.

9. The device for compressing a neural network model of claim 8, wherein the nth training sample in the N training
samples comprises a bilingual sentence pair formed by an nth source language sequence and an nth target language
sequence, n being a positive integer more than or equal to 1 and less than or equal to N; and
the teacher model training unit (101) is configured to obtain the first trained teacher model and the second trained
teacher model based on the N training samples by:

training the first teacher model based on the N training samples,
obtaining N inverse training samples based on the N training samples, an nth inverse target language sequence
in the nth inverse training sample being an inverse sequence of the nth target language sequence in the nth
training sample, and
training the second teacher model based on the N inverse training samples.

10. The device for compressing a neural network model of claim 8 or 9, wherein for the nth training sample in the N
training samples, the joint optimization target determination unit (102) is configured to determine the first guide
component associated with the first teacher model and the second guide component associated with the second
teacher model respectively by:

acquiring a first prediction result of the first teacher model for the nth target language sequence, a second
prediction result of the second teacher model for the inverse sequence of the nth target language sequence,
and a third prediction result of the student model for the nth target language sequence,
determining a first loss function of the third prediction result of the student model relative to the first prediction
result of the first teacher model as the first guide component and
determining a second loss function of the third prediction result of the student model relative to the second
prediction result of the second teacher model as the second guide component.

11. The device for compressing a neural network model of claim 10, wherein the joint optimization target determination
unit (102) is configured to determine the first loss function of the third prediction result of the student model relative
to the first prediction result of the first teacher model by:

acquiring a third probability distribution of the student model when predicting each of target words in the nth
target language sequence, and a first probability distribution of the first teacher model when predicting each of
target words in the nth target language sequence, and determining the first loss function based on the third
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probability distribution and the first probability distribution, and
the joint optimization target determination unit is configured to determine the second loss function of the third
prediction result of the student model relative to the second prediction result of the second teacher model by:
acquiring the third probability distribution of the student model when predicting each of target words in the nth
target language sequence, and a second probability distribution of the second teacher model when predicting
each of target words in the inverse sequence of the nth target language sequence, and determining the second
loss function based on the third probability distribution and the second probability distribution.

12. The device for compressing a neural network model of any one of claims 8-11, wherein for the nth training sample,
the joint optimization target determination unit (102) is configured to determine the sub optimization target corre-
sponding to the training sample according to the first guide component and the second guide component by:

determining a first weight corresponding to the first guide component and a second weight corresponding to
the second guide component,
acquiring a self-optimization component of the student model for the nth training sample, determining a third
weight corresponding to the self-optimization component and
performing weighted summation on the first guide component, the second guide component and the self-opti-
mization component based on the first weight, the second weight and the third weight to obtain the sub optimi-
zation target.

13. The device for compressing a neural network model of claim 12, wherein a sum of the first weight and the second
weight is 1.

14. The device for compressing a neural network model of claim 12 or 13, wherein the joint optimization target deter-
mination unit (102) is configured to determine the self-optimization component of the student model for the nth
training sample by:

determining a Negative Log-Likelihood, NLL, loss function of the student model for the nth training sample based
on a length of the target language sequence of the nth training sample and a size of a target language word
list of the training sample; and
determining the NLL loss function as the self-optimization component.

15. A non-transitory computer-readable storage medium, wherein when instructions in the storage medium are executed
by a processor, cause the processor to execute the method for compressing a neural network model of any one of
claims 1-7.
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